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Figure 01-  Ouro Preto and the ambiguous coexistence of two cities 



01. Introduction                                                                                                                                           11 

 

The town of Ouro Preto
1 in the state of Minas Gerais is one of the most remarkable 

remaining historic centres in Brazil. Listed in 1980 as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, it was 

the first Brazilian site to be included in the list and represented, by that time, the commitment 

of the nation into taking care of its cultural heritage.  

Spread around a linear path over the course of a narrow valley in the rugged landscape 

of Serra do Espinhaço mountains, Ouro Preto is a colonial urban setting that emerged from an 

early process of conurbation of small villages.  These hamlets, called arraiais, were created 

around gold mining areas by the end of the 17th century and thrived together as a lavish 

baroque ensemble during the 1700´s.  

After a century of decadence caused by the economic depletion of the gold mining 

activities in the 1800´s and the loss of the title of Capital of Minas Gerais in 1897, Ouro Preto´s 

conserved urban setting arose again as the most prominent representative of Brazilian national 

history. Decades of conservation actions commanded by IPHAN (Instituto do Patrimônio 

Histórico e Artístico Nacional)2 and the title of World Heritage Site have not kept the city 

immune to typical urban matters of post-1950´s Latin American societies. New economic 

activities and the lack of clear urban planning led to uncontrolled growth and overdevelopment 

in an out of the historic centre, a situation that threatened Ouro Preto with inclusion in the 

UNESCO World Heritage in danger list in 2003.  

The “outer city”, a group of poor boroughs built over fragile sites in the hills around the 

original ensemble, is usually claimed to detract from the Outstanding Values of the site. The 

                                                           
1 Black Gold. 
2 National Institute of Historic and Artistic Heritage. IPHAN was called DPHAN from 1937 to 1946, SPHAN from 1946 
to 1970 and IPHAN from 1970 to 1979, when it was split into SPHAN and Fundação Pró-Memória. In 1990, both 
departments were extinguished and replaced by IBPC- Instituto Brasileiro do Patrimônio Cultural - further renamed 
again as IPHAN in 1994. (IPHAN,  accessed August 15, 2016, http://www.iphan.gov.br.)   



conflict between these fabrics usually highlights the dissimilarities: poor and rich, historic and 

non-historic, touristic and non-touristic, beautiful and ugly. To settle this conflict, many actions 

took place in order to homogenize the appearance of the town, a situation that drove the urban 

fabric into a contradictory relation of patrimonial values. After all, when investigating the 

cultural heritage of this urban setting, may we simply assume the existence of a good inner 

historic centre and bad outskirts? On the rise of the 21st century, Ouro Preto is two cities: an 

ambiguous relation between the historic and the non-historic fabric suggests a city in need of 

reconnection. 

To investigate this dualistic relation, this dissertation intends to explore not the 

differences between them, but aims to identify genuine and unconventional historic 

associations and reminiscences that could possibly be used to propose actions for a more 

realistic management of the World Heritage Site and the city as a whole.  

For a proper evaluation of this ambiguous matter, this research is divided into three 

investigations. The first part is dedicated to comprehend the city´s current urban morphology by 

analysing both fabrics and their historical formation process. This study includes considerations 

about the emergence of them, the progression of patrimonialization – the institutionalization of 

heritage – of Ouro Preto and the National and UNESCO listings, the architectural editing process 

of the city´s ensemble and the uncontrolled growth of the second half of the 20th century.  

This examination further leads to what has been considered, in this study, as the most 

important symptom of a city that, besides being treated as two separate entities, urges for 

actions in favour of unity: the  complex process of boundaries delimitation for the site, object of 

much discussion for the past 25 years. For this, the research aims to understand the extent of 

damage caused by the implementation of a homogenizing praxis over the comprehension and 

administration of the different urban and cultural layers of Ouro Preto.  

The second part of this paper intends to analyse the interaction between the inner and 

outer city urban fabrics from the point of view of the contradiction between organic/planned 



growth and original/artificial vernacular architecture implementation. This investigation targets 

two specific objectives: look for similarities and historic resemblances between both (called 

connection opportunities) and to understand the process of exclusion of the impoverished areas 

that generated a “heritage apartheid” in the city. 

The third part is dedicated to investigate the city´s architectural language in three 

different contexts: the touristic centre, the immediate surroundings and the impoverished 

neighbourhoods. The aim is to identify the meaning of these features in the relation of 

reference/opposition and try to establish a value comparison between them, in order to 

possibly look for solutions for the conflict between different architectural layers of Ouro Preto.    

Finally, through the perspectives of contemporary urban conservation, the conclusion 

aims to cross through this information and ambitions to propose potential integrated solutions. 

Since this is a very complex task, this research has a normative approach that synthesizes bases 

for discussion, acting as a guiding instrument for further investigation.   

This paper is based in three main methodological approaches. First of all, the literature 

review targets written and graphic primary sources that serve as the base for theoretical 

discussion, such as books, dissertations, historic images and maps and documents. Secondly, 

this study is based on observation, used as the main instrument for architectural aesthetics 

evaluation. The observation process is based on geolocation mapping software, such as Google 

Street View, images and previous visits to Ouro Preto in 2009, 2011, 2012 and 2014.     

 Finally, five semi-structured interviews were conducted and also used as a primary 

source: 

1- Jurema Machado: former President of the National IPHAN, former Coordinator of 

Culture for UNESCO Brazil and architect in charge of the Municipal Master Plan of 

Ouro Preto of 1996. 



2- Andreza Aruska de Souza Santos: post-doctoral research associate on Urban 

Transformations at the University of Oxford. 

3-  Débora da Costa Queiroz: architect and Cultural and Natural Heritage supervisor for 

the Municipality of Ouro Preto from 2012 to 2013.   

4- Priscilla Fernandes: architect working in Ouro Preto for the past nine years. 

5- Karine Flávia da Silva: architect working in Ouro Preto for the past two years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 02 - Images of contrast: the inner city 

Figure 03 - Images of contrast: the outer city 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 04 - Partial view of Ouro Preto (1880- 1920) 



02. Ouro Preto as Urban Heritage: From the Listing Process to the Delimitation                         17 

 

02.1 The Nuremberg of the Wilderness: From the Bicentenary to the National Listing in 

1938                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 

The years following the loss of the capital function represent, simultaneously, the 

downfall and glory of Ouro Preto. Progress, as far as the beginning of the 20th century is 

concerned, struggles to digest the past. In search for a solution for urban expansion,   the 

haussmanian approach of tearing down what is old and building a new city that copes with the 

requirements of modern times seems to be an obvious answer.  

But in a preserved urban settlement like Ouro Preto in the end of the 19th century, the 

old is so tightly linked to its ground that it means there is no space for the new, even if the past 

is not present anymore. Destroying old constructions would certainly create physical area for 

new ones, but this intricate terrain would definitely force them to conform in the same way 

colonial buildings did. As a result, they could be considered modern by their facades, materials 

and decorative elements, but the urban implementation embraces an irregularity that late 19th 

century planned cities cannot admit.  

Ouro Preto appeared to reach a dead end in 1897, when the capital was officially 

transferred to Belo Horizonte. The moving of state departments and officials caused a massive 

emptying of buildings that happened in a very short amount of time. Population deflation was 

accompanied by economic depression. Cifelli affirms that, by 1902, the population had 



decreased 45%, resulting in a new crisis that would last throughout the first half of the 20th 

century.3  

This perception changed drastically with the proximity of Ouro Preto´s bicentenary in 

1911. The fight against forgetfulness brought a new sentiment of historical dignity for the city. 

There was a sudden shift on the idea of “immutability” for the town: if it meant backwardness 

and regression before, now it was a sign of a strong conserved identity - a treasure to be 

preserved.4  

The historian Gustavo Barroso wrote an article in 1928 called A Cidade Sagrada,
5
 an 

emblematic text in defence of the conservation of Ouro Preto:  “It is this love for our things that 

made me come back to Ouro Preto many times and always preach the necessity of transforming 

that city into a sacred city for Brazil, defending it from the insults of times and protecting it from 

the foolishness of the men superb blooming of its monuments,” transforming it into a 

Nuremberg of the Wilderness (my translation).6  

Undeniably, Barroso´s defence of Ouro Preto can be compared to Wackenroder and 

Tieck´s romantic manifesto Impassioned Effusions of an Art-Loving Monk
7
 of 1796 to defend 

Nuremberg. The “rediscovery” process for both towns was preceded by a sense of nationalist 

emotion that called to a memory that could only be retrieved by the urbanscape. Architecture is 

the physical subtract upon which history was embedded and if memory cannot have a body by 

itself, it is the city fabric the responsible for keeping the past alive. 

                                                           
3 Gabrielle Cifelli, Turismo, Patrimônio E Novas Territorialidades Em Ouro Preto-MG, Master's thesis, Universidade 
Estadual De Campinas, 2005, 115, accessed July 01, 2016. 
http://www.bibliotecadigital.unicamp.br/document/?code=vtls000375809. 
4 Rodrigo Otávio De Marco Meniconi, A Construção De Uma Cidade Monumento: O Caso De Ouro Preto, Master's 
thesis, Universidade Federal De Minas Gerais, 1999 , 81, accessed July 01, 2016. 
http://www.bibliotecadigital.ufmg.br/dspace/handle/1843/BUOS-8GCML9. 

5 The Sacred city. 
6 Gustavo Barroso, "A Cidade Sagrada," Correio Da Manhã (Rio De Janeiro), November 03, 1928, 13. 
7 The original title in German is Herzensergießungen eines kunstliebenden Klosterbruders. 



 However as a labour of emotion this idea of heritage is, contradictorily, not a physical 

being, but an envisioned mirage of romanticism. On this topic, Glendinning cites that “as all with 

the advances of conservation, the new love of irregular urban ensembles was much aesthetic as 

ethical in character, rooted in the already established liking for the picturesque and sublime 

irregularity of landscape.”8    

Ouro Preto was finally declared as a National Monument in 1933. In 1938, Ouro Preto 

urban ensemble was the first site to be inscribed in the recently created Brazilian National 

Heritage List. 9 Biblioteca Nacional sustains that, thanks to the decision of transferring the 

capital to Belo Horizonte, “instead of the ruin of Ouro Preto, that would be inevitable as the 

growing necessities of the republican government would be remodelling the city, during a phase 

in which the defence of our artistic and historical heritage did not exist, the old colonial and 

imperial capital remained preserved in its essential elements, transforming itself in what it is 

today, one of the most important 18th century architectural ensembles of the world (my 

translation).”10  

The fundamental problem with this affirmation is that, by celebrating the achievements 

of the 1700´s, a century of inevitable changes has been denied. The 19th century and the eclectic 

style imported from Europe indeed played a role in the cityscape like in any other important 

Brazilian town by that time, but there is an effort to emphasize that the colonial past was the 

country´s true essence .  

According to Chuva, “the notion of heritage conceived at that moment by society was 

irredeemably linked to the emerging of Modern States and their inherent construction process, 

                                                           
8 Miles Glendinning, The Conservation Movement: A History of Architectural Preservation: Antiquity to Modernity 
(London: Routledge, 2013), 84. 
9 "Centro Histórico De Ouro Preto (MG)," IPHAN, accessed July 04, 2016. 
http://portal.iphan.gov.br/pagina/detalhes/30.  
10 Biblioteca Nacional, Ouro Preto: Sesquicentenário De Elevação De Vila Rica à Categoria De Imperial Cidade De 

Ouro Preto, 1823-1873,Rio De Janeiro, RJ: Divisão De Publicações E Divulgação, 1973, accessed July 03, 2016. 
http://objdigital.bn.br/acervo_digital/div_iconografia/icon1285833.pdf. 



where there is an enormous investment in the invention of a national past (my translation).”11 

As a clash between poetry, architecture, history and politics, both Nurembergs are important 

steps towards urban conservation but, as test subjects, suffered from irreversible alterations 

that make their meaning for contemporaneity confusing.  

 

02.2 The Praxis of DPHAN/SPHAN from 1938 to the 1970´s                                                                  

 

Alsayyad endorses that “just as a child has to be taught what families are and who 

his/her family is and is not, many authors refer to the fact that all heritage is constructed, a 

cultural model constantly refined by someone and transmitted to members or segments of a 

population.”12 

 For Ouro Preto, the main figure for this cultural construction is Lucio Costa. Once the 

formal protection has been established, SPHAN will command the process of editing the urban 

landscape of Ouro Preto headed by him. During the period he directed the institution, Costa 

was responsible for the approving of the listing of individual buildings to the National Heritage 

list, approving new constructions, defining strategies for the valorisation of the urban ensemble 

and even proposing restoration projects for constructions in the city. 

Barel Filho affirms that “with the objective of keeping the harmony and the colonial 

atmosphere of the urban settings of Minas Gerais, especially Ouro Preto, SPHAN, since its 

creation, tried to control the construction of new buildings in town, as well as renovations in 

previously existing ones. Another way of maintaining the harmony of the urban setting was the 

praxis of demolitions and reconstructions of facades of those buildings that did not belong to 

                                                           
11 Márcia Chuva, Os Arquitetos Da Memória: Sociogênese Das Práticas De Preservação Do Patrimônio Cultural No 

Brasil (anos 1930-1940) (Rio De Janeiro: Editora UFRJ, 2009), 30. 
12 Nezar AlSayyad, Consuming Tradition, Manufacturing Heritage: Global Norms and Urban Forms in the Age of 

Tourism (London: Routledge, 2001), 71.  



the architectural style of the 18th century, or did not suit the stylistic criteria of SPHAN (my 

translation).”13   

The centralization of the restoration process in the hands of Lucio Costa inevitably led to 

actions tightly aligned with his very own heritage theoretical and practical beliefs (figs. 05 and 

06). The same author14 cites two ways in which the architect established this praxis by basing it 

in his own work. First of all, by analysing the individual listing process, Barel affirms that, after 

the registering of the most important 18th century buildings of Ouro Preto during the first 20 

years, particularly the baroque and rococo churches and grand public constructions and houses, 

the listing of following structures was then based on its morphologic similarities with the main 

group, preferring buildings that fit the colonial stylistic criteria. 

Second of all, for decisions over the construction of modern structures the successful 

enterprise of the Grande Hotel de Ouro Preto (fig. 07),15
 the hotel designed by Oscar Niemeyer 

in 1938 and concluded in 1944, was a great achievement in terms of matching undeniable 

modernism and what he called the “good tradition”, the colonial constructive language. In this 

sense, the perfect new construction is undoubtedly contemporary, but respectful with the 

historic fabric. 

From the 1940´s onwards, new economic cycles caused by the implementation of metal 

extraction companies in town created a new paradigm for Ouro Preto. The following decades 

testified the city´s expansion. Again, the crucial question of growth plays negatively upon the 

historic fabric and the lack of appropriate planning led to the emergence of an outer city around 

the historic ensemble. Oliveira affirms that “the necessity of the creation of new urban areas 

due to the population growth, from the 1960´s onwards, was not accompanied by previous  

 

                                                           
13 Ezequiel Barel Filho, Lúcio Costa Em Ouro Preto, Master's thesis, Universidade De Coimbra, 2013, 104, accessed 
July 04, 2016, https://estudogeral.sib.uc.pt/bitstream/10316/23598/1/Lucio_Costa_em_Ouro Preto_Volume I.pdf.        
14 Ibid. 
15 Great Hotel of Ouro Preto.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 05 - Liceu de Artes e Ofícios Building in 1898 

Figure 06 - Liceu de Artes e Ofícios Building after a makeover commanded by Lucio Costa in 1957  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

adequate planning, making the occupation reach areas in which mining activities have been 

developed in the past (my translation).”16  

Oliveira also affirms that, between 1978 and 1986, the city grew 47%. 17   The 

enlargement of Ouro Preto makes SPHAN´s action very complex. Before the growth, the small 

volume of project approval applications enabled SPHAN to work on a one-by-one analysis basis. 

The impossibility of analysing so many cases forced the organ to establish clearer rules which 

were hardly implemented at this stage. Another aspect of this process is the evolving of “self-

construction” praxis: without proper rules, the city develops organically again. 

 

                                                           
16 Leandro Duque De Oliveira, Ocupação Urbana De Ouro Preto De 1950 a 2004 E Atuais Tendências, Master's thesis, 
Universidade De Ouro Preto, 2010, 82, accessed July 15, 2016, 
http://www.repositorio.ufop.br/handle/123456789/2263.  
17 Ibid., 87. 

Figure 07 – Great Hotel of Ouro Preto  



02.3 “As Far as the Eye Can See”: Ouro Preto Becomes a World Heritage Site in 1980    

 

During the 1960´s and 1970´s, UNESCO has given support to SPHAN by sending 

conservation specialists that wrote observation reports and urban plan guides for the city. The 

first document was developed by Michel Parent in 1968, followed by the works of the 

portuguese architect Viana de Lima, who between 1970/1972 published a report called 

Renovatión et mise en valeur d´Ouro Preto, which finally resulted in the “Plan for the 

Conservation, Preservation and Development of the Towns of Ouro Preto and Mariana” 

developed by Fundação João Pinheiro from 1973 to 1975.18 

According to Meniconi, Viana de Lima´s report is already a clear reflection of the Venice 

Charter of 1964 precepts when it comes to linking the task of conservation to the matters of 

urban planning. Even so, ideas such as isolating the historic centre within a green area and 

directing the growth towards external locations around this “belt” have been misinterpreted by 

local authorities, exacerbating densification of “urban renovation” prone areas described in the 

plan. He cites that, for these zones, the control over new constructions would be limited by the 

templates, building materials and colours, without the detailed requirements analysed by 

SPHAN until then.19   

Even though both reports have been misused as urban planning guides by the 

municipality, they served as support for the listing of Ouro Preto as a World Heritage site by 

UNESCO in 1980. For the justification of the inclusion in the World Heritage sites list, the 

nomination document of 1979 affirms that “the combined civic, architectural and scenio 

features of Ouro Preto (…) make up an incomparable heritage because of the unexpected 

                                                           
18 United Nations, Convention Concerning the Protection of the world cultural and natural heritage. WHC 

Nomination Documentation: Historic Town of Ouro Preto, 124, (30 may 1979), 6.   
19 Meniconi, 117. 



nature of its informal urban composition, its spontaneous layout and its setting on the hillsides 

of Ouro Preto along the valley of the river Funil.”20   

As a response, the Advisory Body Evaluation report of 1980, when describing the 

justification for the listing, supports that “Ouro Preto is considered an unequalled heritage 

because of its churches, its simple but original urban architecture, its bridges, its setting. It is 

mainly its overall homogeneity and global character that make it a unique cultural property (…) 

and as unique centre of baroque architecture, it is of outstanding universal value. Ouro Preto is 

a unique artistic and urbanistic master piece and is recommended for inclusion to the World 

Heritage list under criteria 1 and 3 of the Convention.”21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
20 WHC Nomination Documentation: Historic Town of Ouro Preto, 7.   
21 United Nations, Convention Concerning the Protection of the world cultural and natural heritage, Advisory Body 

Evaluation of the Historic Town of Ouro Preto, ( May 1980). Acessed  July 17, 2016,  
http://whc.unesco.org/archive/advisory_body_evaluation/124.pdf    

Figure 08 – Ouro Preto in 1980  



By comparing these two affirmations it is possible to realize that, even though the 

question of the natural surroundings of Ouro Preto has been mentioned by the Brazilian Party, 

there is no clear identification of its value within the architectural ensemble neither by Brazil or 

UNESCO, once both documents are limited to emphasize aesthetic characteristics of built 

heritage. Furthermore, by citing its “overall homogeneity”, UNESCO corroborates with the 

editing process Ouro Preto had been put through by SPHAN during the previous 40 years and 

ignores the difference, in vernacular architecture, between real heritage and fake, once the 

1968 report emphasizes the erudite ensemble and a few non-religious constructions with 

important political meanings for the town.22    

The self-centered emphasis over the city´s built heritage, the ignorance over the natural 

features of Ouro Preto landscape and the acceptance of SPHAN restoration praxis led to the 

biggest flaw in the process of listing of the city as a World Heritage Site: there is no mention or 

definition of a clear boundary for the protected area. The new process of organic expansion 

over the sloppy hills validated by the misuse of the previous urban plans had already modified 

the relation between the city and its surroundings and the “heritage style” forced by SPHAN 

might have played a part in blurring the limits of the urban setting. Consequently, the World 

Heritage process simply absorbs the territorial indications of the 1938 National listing for Ouro 

Preto: the protected area is extended until “as far as the eye can see.”    

If the SPHAN praxis of the “one-by-one project analysis scheme” previously mentioned 

worked until the first three decades after the national listing, the fast urban growth process 

caused by the new iron-works economic cycle made its job more complicated. The lack of 

personnel compared to the volume of new constructions to be analysed, plus the rigorous 

stylistic schemes adopted by the department ultimately froze the historic centre.  

                                                           
22 Michel Parent and Claudia Feierabend Baeta. Leal, As Missões Da Unesco No Brasil: Michel Parent (Rio De 
Janeiro: IPHAN, 2008), 125-137.  



Finally, even though that, technically, the protection was extended to the natural 

surroundings of the city by the non-boundary policy, the emphasis over 18th and early 19th 

century built heritage in the documents ultimately creates a situation in which the municipality, 

SPHAN and population understand that the city´s patrimony is exclusively confined to the 

colonial urban core. The separation of the historic centre from the new development areas 

proposed by Viana de Lima only aggravates the situation: these expansion areas, largely growing 

over the green hills, were hardly understood as part of the ensemble, even when UNESCO had 

already considered this overdevelopment as a threat to the site in the listing process.  

The effect of the overdevelopment of the surrounding areas the historic centre is very 

palpable by the end of the 1980´s, when SPHAN finally decides to revaluate the situation of the 

boundary. Between 1986 and 1989, the question is coordinated by Jurema Kopre Eis Arnaut. In 

an official document of 1987, Jurema cites that the judgment that the listed area is the whole 

visible territory “could be used as a second element of resistance”, but “despite its legal value it 

is an ineffective instrument as an isolated agent in the city´s protection (my translation).”23 

In another document, the architect in charge of the SPHAN/Pró-memoria department, 

Lia Motta, describes the situation in depth. For her, the national listing of 1938 was based upon 

the fact that, after the end of the gold mining period, the city remained the same size from 150 

years, which led the department to treat the ensemble as an established and immutable “work 

of art” and to believe that it would never grow considerably again.24       

By February of 1989, the question is finally settled. The commission in charge of the new 

delimitation decides that it was best to “explicit and delimitate the listing covering the city and 

                                                           
23 Brasil. Ministério Da Cultura. Sphan. Demarcação Do Perimetro Tombado De Ouro Preto. By Jurema Kopre Eis 

Arnaut. 1988. 14-16. Documento Anexo ao ofício n 020/88.  

24 Brasil. Ministério Da Cultura. Sphan/Pró-memória. Redefinição do Tombamento de Ouro Preto. By Lia Motta. July 
1988. 20-26. Informação n 002/88.  
 



the surrounding landscape, according to the usual rule that fixates the contours of the crowning 

of the valley where Ouro Preto is inserted as the listed area (my translation).”25   

For a country in the process constituting its preservation policies, the review over Ouro 

Preto´s boundary is not only a step towards a better management of this specific site, but a 

change in the way the department understands historic urban ensembles. From this point 

onwards, not only Ouro Preto should be part of the national works of art list, but should also be 

added to the archaeological, ethnographical and landscape heritage list. Even so, the next 

phases of action deriving from this decision, especially the creation of a municipal master plan 

for the city that comprises the new boundary are still subject of much discussion.  

There is a conscious decision of not establishing a particular boundary area for the 

historic centre by IPHAN. As the same documents affirm, the question is basically to legalise and 

specify in more detail the powers of the department over the city as an integral landscape. The 

matter is followed by discussions about the delimitation of the historic centre and proper zoning 

in a municipal master plan, an urban planning guide to be developed by the Municipality in the 

subsequent years.  

 

02.4 The Municipal Master Plans and the Final Delimitation          

                                        

The setting of a boundary for the historical centre was subject to much controversy since 

the regulations for Municipal Master Plans in Brazil were just established in 1989. Brazil, by that 

time, was a country still shaping its urban guidelines and principles and the first plan for Ouro 

Preto, completed in 1996, delivers the task of setting an area called Zona de Proteção Especial
26, 

                                                           
25 Brasil. Ministério da Cultura. Sphan. Relatório da Comissão para Delimitação do Perimetro Tombado de Ouro 

Preto. 1 Februrary 1989. 53-55.    
26 Special Protection Zone 



the ZPE. Jurema Machado, the architect in charge of the 1996 municipal master plan, attests 

that the ZPE was created using the 18th century street layout as a base and considering late 19th 

and early 20th century urban modifications.27 

For Machado, though, the confusion of delimitation for the ensemble during the period 

of development of the master plan goes beyond concerns of heritage. According to her, the 

Ouro Preto Municipality did not even differentiate the urban and rural boundaries and the 

urban perimeter kept changing in an uncontrolled way: “a new allotment would be approved 

and only later the urban perimeter would be modified. After being registered, the municipally 

would search for this new allotment in the map and include it to the urban perimeter, even if it 

was far away (my translation).” 28  Still according to her, “the listed area of Ouro Preto housed, 

according to affirmatives of the Demographic census of 1991,  about twenty five thousand 

inhabitants distributed in approximately five thousand residences, which is equivalent to, at 

least, five times the number of constructions found in the 1949 census (my translation).”29 

The confusion between administrative roles of the Municipality ultimately leaves the city 

in a situation of clear mismanagement and lack of control. In 2003, the UNESCO monitoring 

mission commanded by the architect Esteban Prieto Vicioso exposes this matter to the 

international community. Particularly concerned about the difficulties of managing a site 

without a clear perimeter, the architect states that “the limits of the area declared as World 

Heritage Site must be redefined or better yet clearly defined, establishing also its buffer zone. 

The area declared as World Heritage Site cannot, under no circumstances, be larger than the 

actual area protected by the legislation in force.”30      

By the end of 2003, the Brazilian Party presented relevant work in adjusting the 

boundary. In 2004, ICOMOS responded to the efforts and affirmed that “ICOMOS considered 

                                                           
27 Jurema Machado. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, July, 2016. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Jurema Machado, "Ouro Preto - A Alma e os Ornatos," Revista Tempo Brasileiro 147 (2002) 
30 Esteban Prieto Vicioso, State of Conservation of the Historic Town of Ouro Preto, Brazil, report, ICOMOS, UNESCO 
(Paris, 2003), 12.  



that the Special Protection Zone (Zona de Proteção Especial, ZPE-1) of the Master Plan, 

prepared in 1996 and under revision, could correspond to the delimitation of the area inscribed 

as World Heritage; the buffer zone is also adequate, as it covers a protection zone around the 

historic centre of Ouro Preto.”31 This matter will only be solved in 2006, with the establishment 

of the revising of the Municipal Master plan for the city with proper zoning and occupation rules. 

Finally, UNESCO will produce a Retroactive Declaration of Outstanding Value in 2012, where it 

recognizes the proposed perimeter and a buffer zone that is equivalent of the area set in 1989. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
31 United Nations, Convention Concerning the Protection of the world cultural and natural heritage, State of 

Conservation of the Historic Town of Ouro Preto (Paris, 2004). Acessed  July 19, 2016,  
http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc/1504  

Figure 09– Historic Town of Ouro Preto: map of inscribed property 



02.5 Repulsion and Attraction: the Interpolation of the Historic and Non-Historic Fabric   

                                                                                                                                      

The long period of mismanagement created a tense relationship between the historic 

and the recently created non-historic fabric. The city, thus, is split in two: an over valorised 

touristic historic centre, the inner city, and the impoverished surroundings and post 1950 

neighbourhoods, the outer city.  

In the Latin American context, Ouro Preto is definitely not an exception when it comes to 

the development of slums on the outskirts of a city centre. For these underprivileged areas, the 

right to participate in the city is traditionally denied: they are not considered urban fabric, but a 

sort of urban disease that should be combated. However, for Ouro Preto, the confusing case of 

delimiting a special protection area indicates that relation between the historic and non-historic 

area is far more complex. The difficulties of delimitation are not a problem in itself, but a 

symptom of a very troubled urban conservation perspective.      

Unlike a medieval town bordered by a fortified wall that kept the city shape, Ouro Preto 

saw itself in a double growth situation- the expansion of the outskirts is accompanied by the 

swelling of the historic centre, filled in with new constructions that followed the “heritage style” 

guidelines created by SPHAN. One should assume that this is a positive situation and the 

transition between different period fabrics is made seamlessly. Originally, though, there has 

never been an architectural limit, but a natural one: the economic stagnation weakened the 

process of horizontal expansion of the city during the 19th and early 20th century, which made 

the hillsides become the equivalent of a fortification. Thus, the hills have never been just a 

simple background, but an anthropised urban element ignored during the first decades of Ouro 

Preto as a national monument. 

It is important to notice that Viana´s idea of a green belt around the historic centre of 

Ouro Preto in the 1970´s is not about comprehending the importance of this element as an 



integral part of the urban ensemble, but a late reflection of modern urbanism ideas over historic 

centres and their incompatibility with contemporary living, leading to subsequent need for 

isolation as a museified object. Choay discourses about this outdated concept of historical 

object: “as a museum figure, the ancient city, threatened with disappearance, is conceived as a 

rare and fragile object, precious for art and history; like works of art conserved in museums, it 

should be removed from the orbit of daily life.”32  

In a misinterpreted Ouro Preto, new and old urban fabrics were not consequently set side 

by side, but interpolated. The outer city grew not only over green areas, but over archaeological 

sites, remains of the original mining activities and around important constructions that were 

located outside the city core in the 18th century. Meanwhile, the filling in process on the inner 

city generated a considerable number of new streets that poorly imitate the original cityscape. 

IPHAN protection schemes tended to homogenize the new scenario, concentrating its efforts 

into façades, roofs and heights of the new constructions, especially the ones closely related to 

the historical spatiality.  

Santana, by citing Lia Motta, affirms that “these criteria make clear the intention of the 

department in controlling, above all, the aesthetics of constructions and homogenizing the 

landscape. The legislation is questionable when it comes to treating the production of new 

architectures in the city, once these requirements tend to encourage again the imitation of the 

colonial style in the constructions, just as it was done in previous decades, conforming to 

constructions that are hybrid or lack personality (my translation). ”33  

 

 

                                                           
32 Françoise Choay, The Invention of the Historic Monument, translated by Lauren M. O'Connell (Cambrige: 
Cambrige University Press, 2001), 129. 
33  Marcela Maciel Santana, As Bordas Da Cidade Colonial: Um Estudo Da Paisagem 2012 Tombada De Ouro Preto-

MG, MSc thesis, Universidade Federal De Viçosa, 2012, , accessed June 23, 2016, 85. 
http://www.locus.ufv.br/bitstream/handle/123456789/2189/texto completo.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Blended realities: the perspective  

Figure 11 – Blended realities: the counter perspective  



Choay again mentions that the result of the museification of historic cities is the loss of its 

capacity of historicity34. IPHAN kept ignoring the city´s right to historicity for a very long period 

and the impact of the homogenizing effect on the street level is easily perceptible. Rows and 

rows of simplified versions of 18th century vernacular constructions have spread in and out of 

the historic centre, and for the common eye an original building might be hardly distinguishable 

from a fake.  

Finally, even though both fabrics have been amalgamated by the homogenizing process, the 

particular topography plays another trick on making both realities clash: the original historical 

core sits at the bottom of the uneven valley, but the poor neighbourhoods spread over the hills 

on higher altitudes. Afar from the confusing boundary, the original core concentrates most of 

the valuable constructions, naturally, whereas the occupied hills concentrate the great number 

of vernacular self-constructions that uncontrollably deny imposed regulations. 

The visual effect is severe: even though the visual conflict might have been mitigated on the 

boundary, from the very core of the historic city, the glorious urban and architectural 18th 

century perspectives are now affected by a poverty background. One must say that the 

underprivileged constructions detract from the outstanding value of the site and they should 

simply be removed, but the opposite view is usually ignored: what is the value of the counter 

perspective?  

Obviously, there are other important matters to be considered as far as the occupation of 

the hills is concerned. The geological instability of a good part of these hills makes living 

conditions very precarious and dangerous. Harmful landslides have been part of the daily life of 

Ouro Preto for decades. Even so, the consolidation status of these occupations is a hard urban 

planning exercise for the Municipality and IPHAN: there is no option but to digest this city fabric 

and establish a rather more realistic approach to the city´s development and preservation.    

                                                           
34 Choay, 129. 



An important conservation question arises: what is the real urban heritage of Ouro Preto? 

After the confusion created by the boundary issues and the praxis of aesthetic homogenization, 

it is significant to analyse both fabrics in order to reinstate the heritage values for the town. 

Apart from the obvious importance of the 18th  and 19th century constructions, investigating the 

relations of development of vernacular architecture between the inner and the outer city is a 

way to look for historic patterns that go beyond aesthetic characteristics. 

Redefining integrity is the main challenge for the Ouro Preto as a matter of urban 

conservation. The concepts identified by Jokilehto (Socio-functional integrity, structural integrity 

and visual integrity) act as guiding principles for understanding the habitat as a cultural act, not 

simply as a material existence.35 The custom of ultra-valorisation of tangible heritage in 

opposition to the devaluation of intangible components has driven the city dangerously into 

becoming a fake touristic scenario empty of real patrimonial values. According to Lacerda, it is 

necessary, then, to “recognize the various forms of occupation of the urban space as cultural 

manifestations, even the ones occupied by low income populations (my translation).”36 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
35 Jukka Jokilehto, "Considerations on Authenticity and Integrity in World Heritage Context," City & Time 2, no. 1 
(2006): 14, accessed July 24, 2016, http://www.ct.ceci-br.org/novo/revista/viewissue.php?id=4.  
36 Norma Lacerda, "Valores Dos Bens Patrimoniais," in Planos De Gestão Da Conservação Urbana: Conceitos E 

Métodos, ed. Norma Lacerda and Silvio Mendes Zancheti (OLINDA: Centro De Estudos Avançados De Conservação 

Integrada, 2012), 48, accessed July 24, 2016, http://www.ct.ceci-br.org/ceci/br/publicacoes/livros/164-livros.html.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 – Map of Ouro Preto in 1888  

Figure 13 – Urban Sprawl in  2016  Projection of the city in 1888  
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03. Urban Patterns as Heritage: An Analysis of Ouro Preto´s Morphology                                    37 

 

03.1 The Urban Pattern of the Colonial City                                                                                         

 

The original urban structure of Ouro Preto has been shaped by the needs of gold exploration, 

not necessarily by urban activities, a characteristic that leads into organic development patterns 

of sprawled provisory constructions and territorial decentralization. Villaschi affirms that the 

“pulverization of the long lasting auriferous findings spread over a wide area, besides 

transfiguring the landscape due to the extensive mining activity, determined the fragmentation 

of the urban space with settlements distant from each other.”37 

The village develops organically in what Panerai describes as an urban plan in the “shape of 

fingers- conditioned by the relation way/city, in which the city seems to be a succession of roads 

around which the urban tissue is organized (my translation).”38  Following its nomination as the 

administrative centre for the province in 1720, the city rapidly develops around a main way 

(called trunk road) that crosses the area from east to west, connecting most of the existing 

arraiais. Santana describes an urban parcelling composed of “half hillside rectangular plots with 

an acclivity to one side a declivity to the other. The plots are mostly narrow and very deep, 

leading constructions to have enormous backyards, with food gardens and orchards (my 

translation).”39  

The decisions that led to the irregularity of the 18th century urban fabric were based on 

palpable financial aspects. In such complicated environment, respecting the natural outline of 

                                                           
37 João Nazário Simôes Villaschi, "Hermenêutica Do Patrimônio E Apropriação Do Território Em Ouro Preto- MG" 
(PhD diss., Universidade De São Paulo, 2014), October 30, 2013, 62, accessed June 24, 2016, 
www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/8/.../2014_JoaoNazarioSimoesVillaschi_VOrig.pdf.  
38 Phillipe Panerai Apud Marcela Maciel Santana, As Bordas Da Cidade Colonial: Um Estudo Da Paisagem 2012 

Tombada De Ouro Preto-MG, Master's thesis, Universidade Federal De Viçosa, 2012, accessed June 23, 2016, 38.  
39 Santana, 42.  



the terrain was a wise and economic option. That is the reason why most streets were traced 

following the natural curve levels. Whenever the site allowed, though, regulatory schemes were 

implemented to give the space a geometrically organised feel that matches the ideas of 18th 

century formalist planning.  

 

03.2 The Emergence and Exclusion of the Outer City: an Ideological Rupture                      

 

There is a very contradictory use of the word irregular to describe both the urban pattern of 

the original core of the town and the 20th century outer city. Interestingly, the word has got very 

different meanings for these areas: for the 18th century colonial town, this is often described as 

a quality of the urban scape, where the value of the curve for the baroque scenario is 

undeniable. For the external poor neighbourhoods, however, irregularity is often labelled as its 

worst defect.       

Even with barely any regulatory control, the process that generated the outer city follows 

similar economic reasons. Fitting in the environment by respecting its outline is the motto 

behind self-construction praxis, especially the simplicity of materials and tools used for building 

and the technical unviability of extensive terrain alteration. Again, whenever possible, space 

tends to orderliness, because organization utterly means economy. 

Even if there is a similarity in the urbanization process of these areas, common sense often 

describes the disconnection between both as a form of morphological rupture. But if process is 

similar, what is the rupture related to? Besides the aesthetic integrity of the setting, the 

judgment of this separation is probably more ideological than physical. Brazil sees the rise of a 

strong late modernist school of urbanism by the 1950´s. Apart from the belated corbusian 

influence of Brasilia and other iconic urban experiments, late modernism in Brazil as a urban 

matter is represented by a technocratic necessity for heavy industrial and transportation 



infrastructure and a construction sector economic boost generated by the profusion of the idea 

of social housing.40    

  The organizational values of Modernism are impregnated in the way planners promote 

urbanization in Brazil from that period onwards. The grid, the macro scale and the necessities of 

vehicle circulation become primary factors for planning praxis. These projects undeniably 

emphasize rectiliniarity as a symbol of order and reject organicity at all costs. Del Rio affirms 

that, by the 1960s the Brazilian Government incentives a process of “destroying existing 

squatters settlements and relocating the families to low-quality modernist cookie-cutter public 

housing far from the city.”41   

Lamas affirms that “the historic or ancient city, in its shape, in the poetic of its spaces, in 

the complexity and promiscuity of uses, have no place in the Athens Charter, that believed that 

the beauty and high aesthetic and environmental quality of modern architecture would equate 

or even surpass the degraded or insalubrious historical ensembles (my translation).”42    

 From this viewpoint, Ouro Preto process of irregular growth might not be a morphologic 

rupture within the existent city fabric, but a disruption within the ideology of modernism. 

Furthermore, large scale planning also identifies governmental centralization, whether the 

process is commanded by the federation, the state or the municipality. Post modernity as a 

matter of planned urbanism praxis reaches Brazil quite late and the elongation of a simplistic 

hands-on approach to modernist city rules systematized by technocrats and bureaucrats 

reinforces the establishment of dehumanized space design. 

Contrariwise, the uncontrolled growth of Ouro Preto runs naturally towards postmodern 

perspectives. For Castaldo, “the city of today is not the consequence of the end of ideology, but 
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the result of a different ideology, which cannot be achieved within the unitary structures of the 

state. Postmodern ideology is a reflection of postmodern, fragmented into the complex 

scenarios of multicultural societies, divided into disjointed and disorganized spaces.”43 

    In opposition to the states-led approach of late modern urban planning, the 

development of most the slums of Ouro Preto is based on private initiative in its most 

unpretentious form, apparently leading to disorganisation. One must not take irregularity for 

lack of order, though. Kostof affirms that “disorder is a condition of order- unlike chaos, which is 

the negation of it.” 44 The same author describes how, in the primitive process of urban rise, 

private property in the form of the residential space usually takes over public area.45 Even so, 

there is always an effort of organization, although it does not usually lead to geometric 

uniformity. 

In this sense, the irregularity of the new fabric in Ouro Preto tends to urban primitivism as 

postmodern theory calls for urban traditionalism, diversification and pluralism.  Finally, even if 

the effect is unintentional, by running towards primitivism as a form of space organization, 

these neighbourhoods unquestionably repeat the process of emergence of the colonial city – 

and by referencing its original fabric, create a link that postmodernity assimilates, but late 

modernism cannot accept. Once more, Kostof affirms that the “evolution of organic patterns is 

earth-bound. Topography, land division, synoecism46 – these are all physical determinants of 

irregular city-form.”47  Ouro Preto can be understood as a true synoecismic association of the 
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arraiais which once gathered around and ended up being centralized by the figure of the 

Tiradentes Square and the Governor’s Palace.  

If this condition is theoretically excluding for other big cities in Brazil, like Rio de Janeiro or 

Sao Paulo, where communities act like segregated communities, for Ouro Preto this seems to be 

a natural process: the initial arraiais existed as semi-independent cells that, once expanded, 

have been connected by their road system. In this contradictory process of decentralization and 

centralization, the Ouro Preto slums act as new arraiais – but this time the synoescism 

movement has been denied. For Lara, most of the denial in the latin-american context derives 

from social prejudice: “common to all favelas and barrios is the lack of land tenure and the 

social stigma that associates their inhabitants with marginality, although the large majority of 

them are low paid unskilled workers who are victims rather than perpetrators of urban 

violence.”48 

De Souza Santos believes that the distribution of urban facilities also denotes segregation: 

“most urban facilities (banks, commerce, medical offices, hotels, restaurants and cultural 

centres) are concentrated in the preserved centre, mainly occupied by wealthier residents, 

students, and tourists. The centre is a place of work for many residents living elsewhere without 

those amenities. It also has most of the buildings that are preserved and resources for 

restoration and maintenance of public areas and private properties are placed there, making 

the gap between central (colonial) and periphery (contemporary) visible in terms of public 

facilities.”49 

The reminiscences of the late modernist approach in Brazil still reinforce the social 

stigma that calls for radical change – destruction and recreation according to regulatory  
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Figure 15 – City centre urban pattern: Getúlio Vargas Street 

Figure 16 – Hill neighbourhood urban pattern: 15 de Agosto Street 



Principles – that shaped social housing schemes throughout the country. In the 1960´s, Jane 

Jacobs describes this tendency of ignoring the social and urban contribution of impoverished 

areas: “conventional planning approaches to slums and slum dwellers are thoroughly 

paternalistic. The trouble with paternalists is that they want to make impossibly profound 

changes, and they choose superficial means for doing so. To overcome slums, we must regard 

slum dwellers as people capable of understanding and acting upon their own self-interests, 

which they certainly are.”50  

Once again, Kostof reminds us about the modest origins of cities: “The origin of many cities 

is humble; their form, insinuative and gradual. Where once there were fields and steep pasture 

land, streets will materialize and link up, tightly girded public spaces will sconce collective life, 

and the spread of houses will thicken and mesh. The buildings will climb the slopes and take the 

bends as they may. In time these natural arrangements will turn self-conscious.(…). The 

picturesque suburb is the city´s retrospective celebration of its natural origins. 51 

The main obstacle for the city is that, since the beginning, Ouro Preto has always been 

treated as a matter of architectural conservation, not urban conservation. Much attention has 

been given to façades, roofs and construction materials. Less attention has been given to 

volumetric relations between architecture and the streetscape or to the city as a whole.  The 

aesthetic tension between the inner and outer city took over discussions and discourses 

throughout the history, but the social-functional integrity of the site, as mentioned by Jokilehto, 

got lost in translation. 

The weight of architecture over the analysis of the urban fabric is understandable. 

Nestor Goulart, in his famous book Quadro da Arquitetura no Brasil, describes the urban scape 

of the 18th century as follows: “In a period in which streets, apart from rare exceptions, still 

remained unpaved, and walkways were unknown (…) it would be impossible to think about 
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streets without buildings. (…). The street always existed as a trace of union between settings of 

buildings and was spatially defined by them.52 

The historic relation described by Goulart is not simply based upon a tight connection 

between façades and the streets, but also with the plot itself. He further describes how 

constructions are aligned to create a regular image for the city ways and are tightly connected 

to the buildings on the side in order to achieve structural stability and better protection against 

the effects of the water, but also valorise the existence of the backyards, used for many of the 

daily life activities. The backyards, just like in medieval towns, are an important green element 

and generate a very clear implementation proportion. Even though the streets are narrow, the 

orchards come to balance the occupancy rate.  

Machado cites the “trauma” of the Vila Aparecida (fig. 17), a neighbourhood that 

emerged on the hills behind the Church of the Third Order of São Francisco. Initiated as an 

irregular occupation in the 1950´s, the area was regularized by the Municipality in the 1960´s 

and 1970´s.  The way it has been subdivided is both an example of how the heritage style 

perpetrated by IPHAN allowed a very superficial interpretation of the colonial implementation 

and at the same time how the influence of late modernist praxis in the regulatory schemes tend 

to establish a geometric organization.  

The alleyways formed by the first inhabitants were transformed by the municipality in 

streets: these ways tend to follow the natural curves of the terrain, but were superposed in 

parallel lines that climb the hill. Machado cites that, as an excuse for very narrow streets, the 

responsible for the parcelling process loosely refers to it as a reference to the shape of the 

original ways of the 18th century.  Once very close to each other, these streets generated very 

shallow plots. With sizes that vary from 200m2 to 300m2, they barely offer any chance of a 

backyard for the owners.53 
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The visual effect is, by far, the most impacting for the Ouro Preto Historic Centre. The 

proximity of the row of buildings and the angularity of the hill created a massive constructed 

block. Even if IPHAN imposes regulations for the street façades, they ignored for a very long 

time the visual weight of the back of these buildings. It is the posterior façades that mostly get 

to be seen from the city centre. The attempt of a misconducted geometrical regularity in this 

case has proven to be more damaging as irregularity.  

Machado affirmed, in 2002, that “the infelicity of implementation of this allotment, besides 

the landscape impact, generated, facing the vehement criticism towards it, an undesirable 

discomfort sensation and rejection by its inhabitants. Since these inhabitants belonged to lower 

income families, the rejection to the neighbourhood favoured extremely negative associations 

like poor/ugly/ does not belong to heritage. The sentiment of this kind of heritage apartheid 

repeats itself in many of the low income communities, especially on the hills and it hampers the 

city administration, especially by IPHAN, which is frequently charged, sometimes seriously and 

other times by opportunism, of being insensitive to the social matter.”54 
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Figure 17 – Vila Aparecida 



03.3 Hill Urban Organization: Organic Growth as Heritage 

 

Do the resemblances of the process of emergence of city fabrics transform the hill 

neighbourhoods in heritage? It certainly does not. Nevertheless both, as urban organizations, 

derive morphologically from the same earthbound association with the hills. Beyond theoretic 

level, organic growth has undeniably shaped the city as a whole and many streetscape elements 

present in the colonial city perspective find interpretations in the impoverished neighbourhoods. 

The way Panerai describes the city as being formed in the shape of fingers leads to very 

specific spatial characteristics. The most notable of them is the way streets, by naturally 

adjusting to the sloppy terrain curves, create angular corners. Like articulations between 

phalanxes, they visually connect two distinct streetscapes and broaden the view of the human 

scale.  

These corners are also the critical point where most drastic changes of level happen. 

When architecture is possible, buildings tend to accommodate themselves in narrow trapezoidal 

forms. Where constructions do not fit, stone walls and staircases contour the relief creating a 

diversity of scenarios many times described as the baroque features of the urban ensemble. 

Whether the development is earthbound or not, the fingers of the slums tend to be composed 

of similar elements. Modern materials replace the stones used during the eighteen century. It is 

also true that contemporary circulation requirements are far different from the ones of the 

previous centuries.   

The postmodern paradigm brings urban decentralization to the city fabric. The figure of 

the historical core as a polarizer of services, commerce and cultural activities is replaced by the 

replication of smaller centres that serve a delimited community. These multiple cores can be 

verified, here and there, within the structure of the slums of Ouro Preto. Whenever possible, 

urban road tissue broadens – the encounter of two or more adjoining streets creates ampler 



spaces usually taken over by neighbourhood scale commercial activities. As nods, they organize 

community life around basic necessities that avoid greater dislocations to the city centre. In this 

regard, the physical space of the 18th century Ouro Preto organized itself forming the same kind 

of urban nods- called in Portuguese largos- mostly dominated by the figure of the lavish 

churches, but that would also guide pedestrian traffic and centralize public life.  

   Much has been discussed about how the colonial implementation described by 

Goulart has been disrespected inside and outside the historic centre. Machado affirms, though, 

that the city of Ouro Preto demonstrates a variety of urban implementations that respond to 

the changes of the natural environment, not a single one.55 If so, apart from the abusive 

implementation schemes, may we comprehend that organic growth is also part of the urban 

heritage of Ouro Preto?  A visual analysis between two areas in the city, Pilar (city centre) and 

Morro da Queimada (outer city) (figs 18-26), is a good example of these similarities and 

differences.    

It is important to state that, for the colonial city, many regulatory schemes were 

implemented to guarantee a visual regularity – for the ensemble during the 18th century, a 

process that has not been repeated fully during the emerging of the 20th century fabric. 

Nonetheless, these parallels generate many opportunities for visual connection between the 

historic and non-historic fabric of the city. As kostof affirms, “disorder is provisional and 

correctible.”56  

Gordon Cullen´s notion of Townscape developed in the 1960´s plays an important role in 

emphasizing design that reinforces the “uniqueness of place, being sensitive to the genius loci is 

or the significant differences between one area and another.”57 This notion, essential to urban 

conservation praxis since then, runs towards the valorisation of the faculty of sight as the 
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inducer of environmental perception,58 which is related to the experimentation of the city from 

the point of view of the viewer, not the macro scale.  

This exercise is composed by the comprehension of small realities within the urban 

streetscape as inducers of emotion. If we are able to do it so well within the Ouro Preto historic 

centre, what can´t we perceive these inducers in the same way for the urban tissue of the hills? 

Perhaps, it is time to stop looking Ouro Preto as a postcard picture taken from a distance and to 

experiment the new Ouro Preto as a valid and plural streetscape as well.  
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Figure 18 – Touristic Map of Ouro Preto: the irregularity of the urban pattern for the historic centre is emphasized, 

but the outer city is not present. 
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Figure 19 – Urban pattern example 01: Pilar neighborhood in the city centre 

Figure 20 – Urban pattern example 02: Morro da Queimada neighbourhoud 
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Figure 21 – Largo of Randolpho Bretas Street 

Figure 22 – Largo of Conselheiro Quitiliano Street 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 – Corner of Vitorino Dias Street 

Figure 24 – Corner of Maciel  Street 



04. Ouro Preto and the Visual Patterns: An Ambiguous Architectural Language                        52 

 

04.1 The Architectural Vocabulary of the city 

As far as the aesthetic matter is concerned in Ouro Preto, a conflicting relation between 

new and old has always been in the centre of heritage discussions. The situation derives from 

three main factors: the excessive weight of the new hill neighbourhoods over the panorama of 

the historic centre (especially because of the different implementations and construction 

materials typically resulting from self-construction process), the editing process perpetuation of 

the heritage style and the lack of preservation of streetscapes and listed buildings. 

Apart from the matter of lack of architectural preservation, the relation between the 

attempt of creating a unitary image for the city and the overdevelopment is highly contradictory, 

but at the same time complementary. On the one hand, the weight of the editing process for 

Ouro Preto is well known for having created many degrees of falsification in the historic centre. 

On the other hand, the self-construction process of the hill neighbourhoods is usually charged 

for rebelliously denying previous architectural schemes. Both occurrences, although 

theoretically divergent, act as agents of mischaracterization of the place. Between the heritage 

style and complete historical denial, nonetheless, hybridism rises as Ouro Preto´s habitual 

architectural response for the conflict. Although, again, developed in different degrees over the 

course of more than seventy years, hybridism might be a symptom of a city that currently 

struggles to understand its own historicity.  

Imagining limits for a World Heritage Site, such as delimitations and buffer zones, mean 

differentiating and characterizing the urban fabric by creating categories of space. 

Unsurprisingly age, urban implementation, historic and artistic relevance are usually among 

important determinants in shaping limits like this, once they serve as palpable criteria for 

decision making. There is though, the aesthetic evaluation of an ensemble. I do not mean to 

state the obvious: the artistic relevance cited previously is, in this thought, related to 



outstanding achievements of specific constructions within the setting – and this value is 

incontestable. 

By aesthetic evaluation, this research intends to explore the language of the place, a 

system of codes and symbols that identify different buildings as participants of the same visual 

logic, or logos. The pictorial elements in the city create an architectural and urban language and 

interpreting this symbols and codes is essential to determine the image of this ensemble. But 

that is not an easy task. According to Barthes, “The city is a discourse and this discourse is truly 

a language: the city speaks to its inhabitants, we speak our city, the city where we are, simply by 

living in it, by wandering through it, by looking at it. Still the problem is to bring an expression 

like the language of the city out of the purely metaphorical stage.”59 

The case of Ouro Preto is multifaceted: two historically distinct urban fabrics are 

symbolically treated as separate entities, but these existences ultimately clash. By the time of 

the National Listing, the architectural logos of the colonial period whereas elevated to the status 

of patrimonial truth. Thus, in correspondence to this selected veracity, the architectural 

language of other existing constructions was intentionally altered in a process of aesthetic 

mimesis. Mimicry further contaminates new constructions and the extension of this process was 

described by Lia Motta in 1987.60  

But then, there is a contradictory relation that has not been investigated. Buildings in the 

historic centre, where construction parameters and finishing materials are tightly controlled, 

deliberately choose to embrace coloniality in a disneyfied
61 form, even if the architectural 
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program of the construction is irrefutably contemporary. At the same time, on any visit to a 

poor neighbourhood in Ouro Preto, where legal requirements are constantly ignored, it is easy 

to spot many architectural elements that resemble the historic centre, such as window formats, 

balustrades, stone plinths and shading devices. 

In both situations, there is a conscious decision to select the colonial alphabet as an 

aesthetic reason that goes beyond regulation. As letters, architectural elements form meanings 

when organized, like words. Words together form sentences and texts. This legibility allows us 

to identify language and, for heritage, understanding similar meanings leads us to identify 

settings and finally operate working limits for sites. But in Ouro Preto´s troubled context, mixed 

elements and references are creating a text that is hardly readable. The architectural language 

of Brazilian colonial style has been described and studied many times. It is, for modernism, a 

dead language- although part of its aesthetic vocabulary could be absorbed by the modernist 

lexical in the form of translated foreignness.  But what happens when the vernacular language 

interacts with the alphabet of colonial aesthetic?    

A deeper analysis of the interaction between the old and new urban fabric might 

indicate a way in which is possible to reconnect tissues and eliminate (or at least minimize) the 

clash between the inner and outer city.  UNESCO recommends, through the Recommendation 

on the Historic Urban Landscape document of 2011, that “research should target the complex 

layering of urban settlements, in order to identify values, understand their meaning for the 

communities, and present them to visitors in a comprehensive manner.(…). It is essential to 

document the state of urban areas and their evolution, to facilitate the evaluation of proposals 

for change, and to improve protective and managerial skills and procedures. 62  

For this proposed semiotic analysis, the focus will focus on the semantic meaning of 

elements in architecture, once the implementation question has already been discoursed in the 
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previous chapter. Any aesthetic judgment will also be ignores, once the concept of beauty and 

ugliness has been, for long, an originator of the heritage apartheid – evaluating appearance 

naturally tends to disfavour the low income classes achievements. 

         Barthes cites that “we construct, we make every city a little in the image of the ship 

Argo, whose every piece was no longer the original piece but which still remained the ship 

“Argo”, that is, a set of significations easily readable and recognizable.”63  Ouro Preto sees, in its 

hybrids, an architecture that does not speak simply for itself, but for other logos. Consequently, 

it does establish a communication with the past and the present at the same time, although we 

struggle to codify the result.  

This is not, per se, a defect. For Umberto Eco, architecture evolution is not necessarily a 

process of establishing absolutely new codes all the time: “if the codes operative in architecture 

allow only slight differences from a standardized message, however appealing, then 

architecture is not the field of creative freedom some have imagined it to be, but a system of 

rules or giving society what it expects in the way of architecture.”64  In this regard, he states that 

architectural codes derive from smaller units, and these units derive from the primary function 

of the elements. But is not the function, according to Jencks, that will create semantic value for 

them: “But for the most part this primary level signification is only relevant to architecture in so 

far as it is made aesthetically and ideologically pertinent.  Architecture dramatizes its aesthetic 

codes.”65  

Architects are, as Eco mentions, “in the first play obeying socio-architectural 

prescriptions of what typologies are made and used for.”66   Therefore, the elementary 

consistence of a house in the 21st century is not very different from a house in the 18th century. 
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Walls, floors, roofs, windows, stairs rooms- the primary units still have the same function. But 

when we dramatize these units by giving them an aesthetic content, we aim to communicate 

semantic meaning, even if this is an unconscious process.    

 

04.2 The Original Language and the Fetishisation of Ouro Preto 

 

The historic centre of Ouro Preto and its surroundings concentrate the most important 

historic constructions that generate its architectural language.  The area has been subject of 

extensive valorisation for decades, especially after the city rises as one of the most important 

touristic centres of the country. Nevertheless, Choay affirms that valorisation might have more 

than one impact over heritage: “returning to valorisation, this reassuring word has, in reality, an 

alarming ambiguity. It refers at once to the intellectual and spiritual values associated with 

patrimony, but also to an economic value; it implies increasing at once the accessibility, legibility 

and beauty of the patrimonial items on behalf of the visitors´ enjoyment, and also their 

attractiveness, which will mean an increase in profit for the culture industry.” 67 

New constructions tend, consequently, to give up their own right for contemporaneity 

for simple mimicking. These constructions, acting as mirrors, do not simply reflect the originals: 

what is mirrored there is an intentionally selected commercial image. This image, subsequently, 

is edited by the introduction of many contemporary elements that are nothing but generic 

historicisms common to many  beautified world heritage sites (fig. 25) : hanging flower cases, 

baroqueized iron cast handrails and lighting fixtures, colourful corbels,  decorative patterns  for 

walls, stilted visual communication, to name a few. Apart from elements inherited from the 

eclectic period, this process of pseudo-historical embellishment leads to a rebound effect:   
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Figure 25 – A beautified historic centre 



original buildings tend, in response, to incorporate these elements as well, so as the streetscape, 

to become attractive products of the cultural industry.  

There is, in here, no true patrimonial valorisation at all, but semantic content deflation. 

Furthermore, this situation might be interpreted, through a broad take on Riegl´s perspectives, 

as a conflicting relationship between newness value in opposition to historic value. New 

shimmering elements and constructions also diverge from the original building’s patina of age. 

He sustains that “for a monument that has in itself traces of dissolution to be able to please the 

modern will of the mentioned kind, then, beforehand, it is necessary to untangle it from the age 

marks and so, through a generalized enhancement on the level of shape and colour, it gains 

again the character of newness, typical of what has just been produced. The newness value 

might, consequently, be conserved in a way that completely contradicts the cult of antiquity 

value (my translation).”68 Contradictorily, the newness value in this case is, somehow, an 

attempt to reinstate a once deceased kunstwollen- and by superficially absorbing its language it 

ends up, to some extent, denuding the ensemble from its real historical and artistic value.  

Choay once again highlights that this city makeover procedure is usually accompanied by 

“stereotypes of urban leisure- opened-air cafés with the requisite furniture, craft and souvenir 

shops, art galleries, cheap clothing stores and finally, always, everywhere, in all of this regional, 

exotic and industrial forms, the restaurant.”69   These uses are usually accompanied by 

contemporary necessities for adaptation, especially for interiors. Article 7 of the Venice Charter 

states this possibility: “the conservation of monuments is always facilitated by making use of 

them for some socially useful purpose. Such use is therefore desirable but it must not change 
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the lay-out or decoration of the building. It is within these limits only that modifications 

demanded by a change of function should be envisaged and may be permitted.”70 

But then for a second time, aesthetic changes for interiors hardly derive from 

functionality issues.  The same meaninglessness of the façades invade the core of these 

buildings: stripped down walls, colonial style furniture and lightning fixtures, a profusion of all 

sorts of damascene wallpapers, encaustic cement tiles or rococo-like decorative pieces. The 

result adds a shallow ornamented value to a vernacular architecture known to be austere, as if 

residences absorbed the decorative necessity of eighteen century churches. 

Contemporaneity also brings new elements that original colonial architecture hardly 

digests such as garage doors, for example.  These elements need larger spans that alter the 

proportions of façades both horizontally and vertically. In many constructions, garage openings 

seem to abruptly gutter holes that disrespect the buildings overall lines, especially for 

basements derived from the use of the sloppy site (fig. 26). Consequently, on a probable 

attempt to disguise their manifestation, they repeat once again the colonial aesthetic by 

mimicking the appearance of original openings- a broad interpretation of panelled doors, 

muxarabis
71 and other timber elements. Some other extreme examples include an effort of 

more than just disguising these elements: painted over the metal gate, a fake window tries to 

simulate a continuous wall (fig. 27). Is it the complete denial of contemporaneity? 

An even more interesting case, though, is what happens to architecture design briefs 

that are completely incompatible with any historical prospects. In Ouro Preto, gas stations 

around the historic centre embrace colonial aesthetic in what, perhaps, is the clearest symptom 

of disneyfication in this world heritage site (fig. 28). Roofs reproduce in detail the aspect of 

                                                           
70 The Venice Charter: International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites (Place of 
Publication Not Identified: International Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic Monuments, 1964), 
accessed August 05, 2016, http://www.icomos.org/charters/venice_e.pdf.  
71 Muxarabi is a shading device composed of thin timber laths crossed and forming a checkered mesh. It is a typical 
element for windows during colonial times.  



residential architecture. Once more, pseudo-historical embellishment is present: baroqueized 

lightning fixtures, stilted visual communication, balustrades…. 

Aesthetic language dramatization reaches, at this point, a level of heritage fetishisation. 

Jencks describes this phenomenon of self-reflection: “since architecture is a connotative system 

it can focus on the expressive plane of meaning with such obsession that expression becomes 

the content. Architecture, it is often said, is about other architecture, or even about itself. It sets 

up a small, internal world where forms are heightened and refer back to themselves as forms 

because of the excessive repetition, brightness, an odd texture, an exaggerated roof, etc…”72 

Exacerbation of such pseudo-historical details in repetitive schemes might transform 

dramatization into semantic content: aesthetic value takes over any symbolic meaning of this 

architectural vocabulary. This is, though the eyes of Velozo, the opposite of ideal heritage 

valorisation: “the manifestations of cultural heritage (tangible or intangible) only make sense 

when they highlight their own meaning and are associated with concrete cultural references 

that result from a collectively shared symbolic universe.”73  

 This ambiguous reference to colonial architecture could also be interpreted as a side 

effect of patrimonial inflation, where pseud-historicism is emphasized as an attempt to highlight 

or valorise a threatened ensemble. The final text created by this fetishized language is, perhaps, 

a good example of what Choay describes as a Patrimonial Mirror: “the historical heritage seems 

today to play the part of a great mirror we members of late twentieth-century human societies 

contemplate our own image.”  She finally states: “this frantic need for a strong and consistent 

self-image may be interpreted as the recourse of contemporary societies against 

transformations whose extent and acceleration they have failed to master and which seem to 

question their own identity.”74 

                                                           
72 Jencks, 87. 
73 Maria Velozo, "O Fetiche Do Patrimônio," Habitus 4, no. 1 (Jan/June 2006): 451, accessed August 07, 2016, 
file:///C:/Users/ARCHITECT/Downloads/363-1274-1-PB.pdf.   
74 Choay, 165.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27 – Clash between historical and newness values 

Figure 26– Garage doors and disproportion 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28 – The colonial gas station 

Figure 29– Historic fetishisation 

Figure 30 – Clash between historical and newness values 



This process may be on-going at present, according to Fernandes, because of the 

traditionalist actions of IPHAN: “we do not only have Colonial style, we also have eclecticism. I 

cannot design an eclectic house in the city centre, for example. (…). I cannot create anything 

new. (…).I cannot create a reality shock between old and new, like in Buenos Aires for example. 

The only thing I can do is repeat the colonial style.”75 

Machado is cautious when she mentions this complicated relation between IPHAN and 

the architects. According to her, many architects “chase a place in the sun” by trying to create 

dissonant projects. For other professionals, like engineers, she mentions that many of them 

would decode the worst colonial architecture could offer, incorporating bad habits of previous 

centuries such as windowless bedrooms, poor circulations and disproportional stairs.76   

 

04.2 The Language of the Outer City: the Development of an Architectural Dialect          

 

Moving away from the very core of the historic centre and walking towards the 

delimitation of the ZPE, the hybrid language abandons commercial decoration to assume a more 

austere aesthetic. In these areas, the number of recent constructions in relation to original 18th 

and 19th century buildings rises considerably, especially on the streets that have been created 

during the 20th century expansion phenomenon.  

Commercial activity also gives ways to residential-only buildings as we move from the 

Tiradentes Square in the direction of the historical core borders. Apathetic to touristic 

expectations, these areas comprise heritage style language in its full extent. Although 

construction volumes have been kept proportionate to the original buildings, façades show 

similar struggles when it comes to contemporary elements. A particular problem of this area is  

                                                           
75 Priscilla Fernandes. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, August, 2016 
76 Jurema Machado. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, July, 2016. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31 – Santa Ifigênia Street as seen from the  city centre 

Figure 32 – Decay and mischaracterization 

Figure 33 – Plinths 



probably the misinterpretation of historical elements, particularly the plinths (fig. 24). Plinths 

are, for original constructions, a reinforced base (usually made out of stone rubble) that allows 

the building to be levelled. Eventually, when the sloppiness allows, these clearly marked plinths 

are used as a basement level.  

In areas such as Santa Efigênia Street, though, fake plinths (fig. 33) become a decorative 

element that creates a patch that goes from the ground to the window sills. Since there is no 

material uniformity, these elements are freely interpreted by the owners- painted in dark 

colours or tiled with ceramics, bricks and stone imitations. They do have a use in here: the 

traditional white paint for the walls gets grimy very easily, once these houses are tightly linked 

with the pathways and pebbled streets. Nevertheless, details like this shrink the proportion of 

the façades and, along with the irregularity of the openings, create a saddened visual effect.  

Streets like Santa Efigênia demonstrate the true impact of such aesthetic regulations for 

the ensemble. The number of new constructions and heavily altered buildings in relation to well 

preserved originals is absolutely disproportional. The streetscape, in this sense, is far from being 

a respectful ode to the colonial language. In comparison with a work of art, the insertion of the 

simplified elements theoretically resembles the effort of an art restorer doing tratteggio
77

 

retouch over a lacuna of a painting. But what is the effect, though, when the lacuna is bigger 

than the original pictorial layer? Instead of blending in, hybridism as a form homogenizing tool 

becomes the dominant vocabulary and the lack of visual contrast swallows the presence of what 

is truly significant. If the standardizing quality of the heritage style works from a distant point of 

view, it definitely fails at street level. 

 

                                                           
77 Trattegio is a painting integration technique that is made of little strokes of colour with a sort of impressionist 

overall result that is commonly used to reinstate lacunas. James Carlo, Caroline Corrigan, Marie Christine Enshaian, 

and Marie Rose Greca, Old Master Prints and Drawings: A Guide to Preservation and Conservation,translated by 

Marjorie B. Cohn. 1st ed. (Amsterdan: Amsterdan University Press, 1997), 302. 



By reflecting over Riegl´s work, Dvórak understands that there is no eternal artistic value, 

but a relative esteem, which leads to the conclusion that the value of a monument is a newness 

value and not a simple value of rememoration.78 The construction of this esteem belongs to 

contemporary societies and the maintenance of it depends on the next ones, but the lack of 

readability created by the absence of visual differentiation between the background and the 

figure might have, again, an impact over patrimonial values: what is the influence of obsessive 

repetition of a mimicked language on the capacity to comprehend heritage for the next 

generations to come?  

We might be testifying an active process of value dilution in Ouro Preto. In areas that are 

not prone to touristic activity, the patina of age assumes a different form: decay. Many of the 

relevant buildings present a derelict state -keeping these houses is expensive and, for the 

regular owner, architectural conservation seems to be a distant reality. Decay is also a reality for 

the recent constructions. If, for the central areas, the is an attempt to reinforce newness value 

as a form of patrimonial fetishism, in these border regions the lack of contrast plays the 

opposite role- a derelict background  absorbs the visual impact of historical dilapidation.  

Consequently, artistic value sees the loss of its semantic content by compulsive 

replication and simplification; historical value is weakened by disfiguration and dissolution79; 

contemporary architecture denies its modernity value in favour of becoming the ghost of a 

deceased kunstwollen. If the original buildings disappear, what is the final significance of a row 

of simplifications?  Are we protecting the colonial text or are we unconsciously exhausting its 

vocabulary? 

As we reach limit of the Special Protection Zone, homogeneity gives way to complete 

heterogeneity. The boundary line delimited by IPHAN is over 10 kilometres long and practically 

circles the whole extent of the Ouro Preto central valley.  The line also cuts many different 

                                                           
78 Max Dvorak, Catecismo Da Preservação De Monumentos (Cotia: Ateliê Editorial, 2008). 
79 Riegl, 34. 
 



landscapes, such as green slopes, river borders, roads and housing areas from different social 

classes.  Apart from natural limiting factors, anthropised areas tend to release themselves from 

strict volumetric rules of the historic core to assume different implementations. Apart from 

isolated zones, the relation between the streets and main façades remain. Horizontal 

proportions are, in most areas, accentuated in relation to the city centre.  

The architectural language of this area is, just as implementation, diverse. The colonial 

aesthetic is diluted in between a more contemporary volumetric feel, but still hardly defines 

itself as separate architectural movement. Derelict historical buildings give way to self-

constructed vernacular incompleteness. Unplastered walls, exposed structures, industrial 

materials are mixed up with elements that reference the historical language.  From this point 

onwards, the vernacular architecture of Ouro Preto´s overdevelopment progresses to full bloom.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
Figure 34 – ZPE boundary 

01- Padre Rolim Street 

02- Santa Street 

03- Algemiro Sana Street 

04- Irmãos Kennedy Street 
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Figure 35– Padre Rolim Street 

Figure 36– Santa Street 

Figure 37 – Algemiro Sana Street 

Figure 38 – Irmãos Kennedy Street 



For the social scientist Andreza de Souza Santos, who developed an ethnographic study 

of the community conflicts in the town, that the social tension between the historic centre and 

the hills of Ouro Preto originates from the fact that “there is a temporary city for a permanent 

population and a permanent city for a temporary one.”80 Architectural language represents, in 

such places, the contradiction between the stability of consolidation and instability of 

permanence: even though constructions are made with long lasting materials, incompleteness 

and irregularity embody a feeling of not belonging, as if the right for urbanity has been denied 

to these impoverished populations.  

There they are, the same elements popularized by the “façadist” approach that has been 

going on for so long in Ouro Preto (figs 39-41): colonial style openings, balustrades, roofs 

covered with portuguese clay tiles, fake plinths made out of industrialized materials. Direct 

references are mixed up, this time in bigger proportion, with generic historicisms, just like in the 

city centre, except that the feeling of adornment is not present. Historic style has been 

translated into particular shapes of windows; predominantly one composed of a bow arched 

top and wooden shutters. Some traditional elements have been interestingly reinterpreted, 

such as cornices that are used to protect openings from the rain and ceramic cobogós
81

 that are 

constantly used for shading and ventilation, resembling the customary role of the colonial 

muxarabis (figs 42-43).           

The architecture of the hills is produced in Ouro Preto by what Souza describes as 

“architects of the eye.”82 According to her, there was, first of all, the development of an 

aesthetic language for façades that has been popularized as a form facilitating regularization 

and planning approval in the city. This language does not derive from the municipal master plan 

regulations or the IPHAN normative, but from the popular interpretation of the historical  

 

                                                           
80 Andreza de Souza Santos. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, August, 2016. 
81 Cobogó is a typical Brazilian pre-fabricated ceramic latticework.   
82 Andreza de Souza Santos. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, August, 2016. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 39– Scenes of an architectural dialect: Campinas Street 

Figure 40– Scenes of an architectural dialect: dos Pinheiros Street 

Figure 41– Scenes of an architectural dialect: Quinze de Novembro de Street 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42– Muxarabi in the city centre 

Figure 43 – Cobogó  



language of the city centre. Consequently inhabitants, acting as their own architects, materialize 

this popular knowledge by themselves based on previous successful or unsuccessful experiences 

in the community. “You see what works here and applies there,”83 she concludes.  

The architect Karine Flávia da Silva also believes that this language is due to the 

generalist idea that following a similar aesthetic of the city centre makes regularization easier.84 

Priscilla Fernandes, who has likewise been working as an architect in the city for the past nine 

years, goes further and believes that this language also comes from the fear of the 

impoverished population of being sued by the Prosecutor Office if they disrespect the colonial 

vocabulary, which could lead to their houses being demolished or to very expensive fines.85  The 

Architect Débora Queiroz, on the other hand, who works for the Municipality of Ouro Preto, 

adds that this collective unconscious process might as well  represent an aspiration of the 

excluded populations on “being part of the centre, of the beauty, of the colonial.”86  

Again, there is a clash between modernism and postmodernism as constructive 

philosophy. Although modernism implemented a radical change of constructive materials in 

Brazil with the popularization of concrete structures and light-weight ceramic bricks, functional 

radicalism derived from the corbusian influence hardly deals with the lack of dramatization of its 

semantic content when it comes to aesthetic language.  According to Jencks, modernism 

intends, originally, to reduce the semantic content of a figure to zero and deposit its meaning 

solemnly on function87.  Highly idealized modernism is opposed to postmodernism and its 

appeal to the masses with the consumption of strongly figurative elements. In the context of 

this transition, Cullen affirms that “conformity gives way to the agreement to differ within a 

recognized tolerance of behaviour.”88 Consequently, architecture as a self-construction process 

                                                           
83 Ibid. 
84 Karine Flávia da Silva. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, August, 2016. 
85 Priscilla Fernandes. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, August, 2016 
86 Débora Queiroz. Interview by author. Tape recording. Edinburgh, August, 2016 
87 Jencks. 
88 Cullen,  11. 



developed by the masses seems to be fluctuating between both: modernity as a matter of 

tectonics and postmodernity as a matter of symbolism.   

Therefore, this phenomenon of reference could mean not the perpetuation of a dead 

language, but the generation of a postmodern architectural dialect – and this dialect leads to 

the generation of a cultural habitat. Gonçalves and Zancheti believe that we should “consider 

the habitat as a cultural act, by the fact that it comprehends a complex totality of norms, habits, 

repertoires, actions and representations of their inhabitants, as members of a determined 

community.(…). Therefore, we can affirm that the inhabitants of consolidated popular organize 

their lives and give meaning to their respective habitat, starting from the pre-existent 

comprehensions of the cultural order in which they have been inserted (my translation).”89  

Irregularity is, again part of this dialect- and it has been part of the original language of 

the city ever since. From an Urban Conservation point of view, how should we interpret this 

question? In this tale of two clashing cities, there might be an indication of a strong feeling of 

connection- and a way as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
89 Norma Lacerda Gonçalves and Silvio Mendes Zancheti, "Conservação Urbana E Regularização Fundiária De 
Assentamentos Populares," Urbe- Revista Brasileira De Gestão Urbana 06, no. 03 (Sep/Dec 2014): 325, accessed 
August 01, 2016, doi:10.7213/urbe.06.003.AC04. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 44 – 18
th

 century urban baroque 

Figure 45– 21
st

 century urban baroque 



05. Conclusion: Considerations About an Honest Approach for Reconnection                            75   

 

The matters of delimitation of the Ouro Preto World Heritage Site indicate a city divided 

and treated as two separate entities. The inner and outer cities, as I called, are constantly put 

into conflict when the differences are emphasized, but the confusing borders and difficulties of 

administrating the site derived from the conflict indicate that both urban fabrics urge for 

reconnection.  

Attempts have already been made, particularly the “amalgamation” process caused by 

the stylistic criteria of IPHAN. Nonetheless, as analysed, these actions have been based on the 

imposition of an aesthetic value (often referred to as historical/patrimonial/qualified) over 

another (considered non-historical/ not qualified) – a situation that instead of blending realities, 

highlights their differences in a negative way.  

For the urban conservation perspective, acting over the Ouro Preto World Heritage Site 

delimited area is far from enough, once the problems that concern the Municipality, IPHAN and 

UNESCO are not a simple patrimonial discussion, but a complex urban planning exercise, where 

infrastructure and basic sanitation matters are just as important as the historic ensemble. As far 

as Heritage is concerned, though, much has been discussed about how the impoverished areas 

detract from the Outstanding Values of the place in Ouro Preto. Nevertheless, the consolidation 

state of these neighbourhoods clearly indicate that denying their existence either by 

demonizing uncontrolled overdevelopment or by masquerading their appearance is ineffective. 

There is patrimonial value on the construction of a cultural habitat in the impoverished areas as 

well, and this contribution to the city should not be ignored.    

Apart from the differences, the urban fabric of the hill neighbourhoods presents 

interesting similarities with the original fabric of the city, and these elements could be used to 

visually reconnect these spaces on streetscape level. There has been an emphasis over 



homogenizing architecture going on for decades, but the urban image has been usually treated 

as separate objects. What would be the effect of a streetscape transformation that equalizes 

the language of the historic centre and the surrounding areas?   

Instead of appealing to generic historicisms, though, a contemporary language for urban 

furniture and materials that smartly reference the historic centre could be applied over 

impoverished areas as to valorise the city as a whole. The natural resources abundant in this 

region, such as the traditional stones used for pavements and walls, could be used as inducers 

of an identity for the impoverished zones, especially in key areas, for instance the broad nods 

(largos), staircases, retaining walls and y-shaped road connections generated by the effort of 

adapting the street net to the terrain relief.  If the historic centre is praised for its urban 

baroque features, why not allowing the hill areas to proudly assume their “baroquicity” as well?  

As far as architecture is concerned, though, there is the opposite need: architectural 

layers need to, in respect to each other, be allowed to differentiate. The lack of a respectful 

contrast between old and new has caused the historic centre to be “swollen” by its 

surroundings, and the matters of delimitation reproduce how strongly damaging the external 

effect is. From a far, Ouro Preto is a confusing postcard where historicity has given way to an 

attempt of disguising the obvious: like any other city, this is a living organism and it will keep 

developing for the future. The task is, then, to manage this growth in a more honest manner 

both for the benefit of the city as a whole and for heritage. 

It is essential, in my opinion, to give contour to the historic centre again by acting over 

architecture.  Finding the balance between respectful parameters and creative freedom is an 

attitude of setting the city free from harmful hybridism and depurating its architectural 

language from pre-conceived stereotypes and dullness. This is, nonetheless, a long term mission 

for IPHAN and the Municipality. Respectful contrast is what will allow the next generations to 

visually understand the site as a historic object composed of different layers as seen from a far, 



not forced homogeneity. Stating policies to emphasize good contrast praxis would certainly put 

the spotlight back on what is truly historic and relevant.  

Replacing the hybrid language does not mean completely ignoring the semantic values 

of historic elements. They might be, indeed, part of a living dialect in the city, but this 

vocabulary is heavily influenced by lack of information, touristic pressure, exclusion and fear.  

There is a need, in here, to set the architecture of the hills free from the social stigma and allow 

it to contribute to the development of its own natural language. 

When it comes to architecture implementation, the clash caused by the 

overdevelopment that resulted in different shapes for plots and altered the urban proportions is 

probably the biggest barrier to the urban tissues reconnection. Caught up between different 

theoretical ideologies, in many cases the implementation of the architecture of the hills 

completely disrespects colonial schemes. In this regard there must be, again, a balance between 

homogenizing expectations and respecting the diversity of contributions to the city: those 

implementations are also a natural response to the complicated terrain profile, just as the 

colonial city did originally. 

Finally, further theoretical and practical research should be carried out in order to 

provide a solid base for actions. These studies should analyse smaller regions, such as 

neighbourhoods or even streets, to comprehend particular nuances and avoid, once more, 

harmful homogenization and historic meaning deflation.  
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INFORMATION SHEET 

 

RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE: REPULSION AND ATTRACTION - THE AMBIGUOUS COEXISTENCE OF TWO CITIES IN 

OURO PRETO, BRAZIL.  

 

About the Project 

The town of Ouro Preto in the state of Minas Gerais is one of the most remarkable remaining historic 

centres in Brazil. Listed in 1980 as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, it was the first Brazilian site to be included in 

the list and represented, by that time, the commitment of the nation into taking care of its cultural heritage.  

Spread around a linear path over the course of a narrow valley in the rugged landscape of Serra do 

Espinhaço mountains, Ouro Preto is a colonial urban setting that emerged from an early process of conurbation of 

small villages.  These hamlets, called arraiais, were created around gold mining areas by the end of the 17th century 

and thrived together as a lavish baroque ensemble during the 1700´s.  



After a century of decadence caused by the economic depletion of the gold mining activities in the 1800´s 

and the loss of the title of Capital of Minas Gerais in 1897, Ouro Preto´s conserved urban setting rises again as the 

most prominent representative of Brazilian national history. Decades of conservation actions and the title of World 

Heritage Site have not kept the city immune to typical urban matters of post-1950 Latin American societies. New 

economic activities and the lack of clear urban planning led to uncontrolled growth and overdevelopment in an out 

of the historic centre, a situation that threatened Ouro Preto of being included in the UNESCO World Heritage in 

danger list in 2003.  

The “outer city”, a group of poor boroughs built over fragile sites in the hills around the original ensemble, 

is usually charged for detracting from the Outstanding Values of the site. The conflict between these fabrics usually 

highlights the dissimilarities: poor and rich, historic and non-historic, touristic and non-touristic, beautiful and ugly. 

To settle this conflict, many actions took place in order to homogenize the appearance of the town, a situation that 

drove the urban fabric into a contradictory relation of patrimonial values. After all, when investigating the cultural 

heritage of this urban setting, may we simply assume the existence of a good inner historic centre and bad 

outskirts? On the rise of the 21st century, Ouro Preto is two cities: an ambiguous relation between the historic and 

the non-historic fabric suggests a city in need of reconnection. 

To investigate this dualistic relation, this dissertation intends to explore not the differences between them, 

but aims to identify genuine and unconventional historic associations and reminiscences that could possibly be 

used to propose actions for a more realistic management of the World Heritage Site and the city as a whole.  

For a proper evaluation of this ambiguous matter, this research is divided into three investigations. The 

first part is dedicated to comprehend the city´s current urban morphology by analyzing both fabrics and their 

historical formation process. This study includes considerations about the emergence of them, the progression of 

patrimonialization – the institutionalization of heritage – of Ouro Preto and the National and UNESCO listings, the 

architectural editing process of the city´s ensemble and the uncontrolled growth of the second half of the 20th 

century.  

This examination further leads to what has been considered, in this study, as the most important symptom 

of a city that, besides being treated as two separate entities, urges for actions in favour of unity: the  complex 

process of boundaries delimitation for the site, object of much discussion for the past 25 years. For this, the 

research aims to understand the extent of damage caused by the implementation of a homogenizing praxis over 

the comprehension and administration of the different urban and cultural layers of Ouro Preto.  



The second part of this paper intends to analyze the interaction between the inner and outer city urban 

fabrics from the point of view of the contradiction between organic/planned growth and original/artificial 

vernacular architecture implementation. This investigation targets two specific objectives: look for similarities and 

historic resemblances between both (called connection opportunities) and to understand the process of exclusion 

of the impoverished areas that generated a “heritage apartheid” in the city. 

The third part is dedicated to investigate the city´s architectural language in three different contexts: the 

touristic center, the immediate surroundings and the impoverished neighbourhoods. The aim is to identify the 

meaning of these features in the relation of reference/opposition and try to establish a value comparison between 

them, in order to possibly look for solutions for the conflict between different architectural layers of Ouro Preto.    

Finally, through the perspectives of contemporary urban conservation, the conclusion aims to cross these 

informations and ambitions to propose potential integrated solutions. Since this is a very complex task, this 

research has a generalist approach that synthesizes bases for discussion, acting as a guiding instrument for further 

investigation.   

This paper is based in three main methodological approaches. First of all, literature review targets written 

and graphic primary sources that serve as the base for theoretical discussion, such as books, dissertations, historic 

images and maps and documents. Secondly, this study is based on Field Observation, used as the main instrument 

for architectural aesthetics evaluation. The observation process is based on geolocation mapping software, such as 

Google Street View, images and previous visits to Ouro Preto in 2009, 2011, 2012 and 2014. Finally, five semi-

structured interviews were conducted and also used as a primary source 

About the researcher 

 

Architect and Urbanist graduated from Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Paraná (2011); holds a specialist´s 

degree in Preservation and Conservation of Architectonical Historical Monuments from the same instituition (2013). 

Currently doing a Masters in Architectural Conservation at the University of Edinburgh as a FCO CHEVENING scholar. 

Has experience in Architecture and Urbanism and docency, focusing teaching History of Art, Architecture, Urbanism, 

Furniture and Heritage. Worked as a junior professor at Faculdade Mater Dei from 2011 and 2015 and at UNIPAR 

from 2013 and 2014. 

 

About the interview 



 

 The interview will be semi-structured and it will take place via online video conference. It is composed of 

five opened-ended questions and topics that need to be covered during the conversation. The researcher will 

record the conversation and make notes that will be analyzed and transformed into written material. Quotations 

generated by the interview will be sent to the interviewee for approval before the handout of this research. The 

data collected will be kept as academic archive. The interviewee has the right to request these archives at any 

moment.  The collected data will not be shared with other organizations unless if previously authorized by the 

interviewee. 

 

What are your rights as a participant? 

 

Taking part in the study is voluntary.  You may choose not to take part or subsequently cease participation at any 

time. 

 

Will I receive any payment or monetary benefits? 

You will receive no payment for your participation.   The data will not be used by any member of the project team 

for commercial purposes.  Therefore you should not expect any royalties or payments from the research project in 

the future 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B- Questionnaires  

 

JUREMA MACHADO 

 

1) Pergunta 01-Na época da produção do primeiro Plano Diretor de Ouro Preto, quais 

foram as principais dificuldades na delimitação da Zona de Proteção Especial em relação 

ao contexto de expensão urbana da cidade? 

Translation: By the time of production of the first Ouro Preto municipal master plan, what were 

the biggest difficulties in the delimitation of the ZPE in relation to the urban context of the city? 

 

2) Pergunta 02- Sobre as três entidades legais interessadas na regulação do sítio do 

patrimônio histórico (Prefeitura,IPHAN e UNESCO), há vários relatos de 

desentendimento entre as partes que dificultaram o processo de controle da cidade. Na 

sua opinião, quais são os principais fatores que geraram essa desavenças  e qual é o 

impacto disso no processo de produção do plano diretor da cidade e no processo de 

revisão de 2006. 

 

Translation: In relation to the three legal entities interested in the regulation of the World 

Heritage Site (Municipality, IPHAN and UNESCO), there are many reports of disagreement 

between them that made the administration process for the city harder. In your opinion, what 

are the main factors that generated the disagreement and what is the impact of this over the 

process of production of the municipal master plan and over the process of revision of 2006. 

 

3) Pergunta 03- Sobre o processo inicial de gestão de Ouro Preto como monumento 

nacional, o desenvolvimento de um chamado “estilo patrimônio” acabou se tornando 

uma prática comum na cidade. Você acredita que há um impacto físico e ideológico 

negativo dessa prática sobre o processo de delimtação da ZPE de Ouro Preto? 

Translation: In relation to the inital process of administration of Ouro Preto as a national 

monument, the development of a style called “heritage style” ended up becoming a common 

praxis in the town. Do you believe that there is an ideological and physical negative impact of 

this praxis over the delimitation process of the ZPE for Ouro Preto?  



 

4) Pergunta 04- Sobre a participação popular no processo de produção do Plano Diretor de 

1996 e no plano de revisão de 2006, você acredita que há um peso negativo das ações 

primárias do Iphan em relação à promulgação do estilo patrimônio na resposta da 

população em relação a delimitação das zonas e regulamentações urbanas da cidade?  

Translation: In relation to the popular participation in the production of the 1996 municpal 

master plan and in the revision process of 1996, do you believe that there is a negative impact 

of the primary actions of IPHAN in relation to the promulgation of the heritage style in the 

respone of the population about the zone delimitation and urban regulations?  

 

5) Pergunta 05- Sobre a “famosa” missão de monitoramento da Unesco em 2003, mais 

uma vez pesa (de acordo com o autor do relatório, Estebán Vicioso) o desentendimento 

entre as entidades e o fato de que o plano diretor de 1996 não ter sido colocado “em 

prática”.  Você acha que há apenas falha aplicação do plano por parte da prefeitura ou 

este pode ser um indício de dificuldade/resistência da população em compreender o 

espaço histórico da cidade? 

Translation: In relation to the UNESCO monitoring mission of 2003, once more the disagreement 

between the entities is reported as a factor for not implementing the 1996 municipal master 

plan.  Do you think that this is just a Municipality flaw or it might be an indication of a difficulty/ 

resistance of the population in comprehending the historical environment of the city? 

 

 

ANDREZA ARUSKA DE SOUZA SANTOS 

 

 

1) No desenvolvimento da arquitetura dos morros, onde teoricamente as regulamentações 

de construção são ignoradas, há muitos elementos arquitetônicos que remetem ao 

centro histórico (janelas, balaustradas, plintos, formatos de telhado, padrões de pitura). 

Como você interpreta essa relação de referenciação? É expontânea? Possui expressão 

cultural ou é um processo de referenciação vazio ou superficial? 

Translation: In relation to the development of the architecture of the hills, where theoretically 

rules are ignored, there are many elements that resemble the historic centre (windows, 



balustrades, plinths, roof shapes, painting patterns). How do you interpret this reference? Is it 

spontaneous? Is there a cultural expression in it or is it just empty and superficial? 

 

2) No processo de marginalização das áreas empobrecidas, você acredita que o “apartheid” 

patrimonial (tensão entre histórico/não histórico), também gera um apartheid 

urbanístico e social? 

Translation: In the process of exclusion of impoverished areas, do you believe that the “heritage 

apartheid” (tension between historical/non historical fabric) also generates a social apartheid? 

 

3) Qual sua visão sobre o olhar do morador do morro em direção ao centro histórico? É 

uma relação de exclusão, inclusão ou uma relação mista? 

Translation: what is your vision about the vision of the hill inhabitants towards the historic 

centre? Exclusion, inclusion or a mixed relationship?  

 

4) Qual a sua avaliação das políticas públicas de valorização cultural da cidade de Ouro 

Preto? Você vê um esforço concentrado nas áreas históricas ou acredita que o processo 

é homogêneo em relação às áreas centrais e periféricas? 

Translation: what is your opinion about the public politics of cultural valorisation in the city of 

Ouro Preto? Do you see a concentrated effort in the historical areas or is this a homogeneous 

process? 

 

5) Em relação ao crescimento descontrolado da cidade e a necessidade de interação entre 

as áreas antigas e as recentes, você acredita que há um peso visual da segregação social 

na cidade de Ouro Preto? Como você avalia essa situação nas nos limites entre o centro 

histórico e as áreas periféricas? 

Translation: In relation to the overdevelopment of the city and the need for interaction 

between the old and new areas, do you believe that there is a visual weight of the social 

segregation in the city of Ouro Preto? How do you evaluate this situation on the limits of the 

historic centre and peripheral areas? 



BÉDORA DA COSTA QUEIROZ, PRISCILLA FERNANDES AND KARINE FLÁVIA DA SILVA 

 

01- Em relação ao processo de aprovação de projetos na cidade, como você avalia a relação 

entre o IPHAN e a Prefeitura? 

Translation: IN relation to the planning approval process in the town, how do you rate the 

relationship between IPHAN and the Municipality? 

02- Em relação ao conservadorismo do IPHAN, você sente que ainda há imposição formal e 

estética em relação a arquitetura na cidade? 

Translation: In relation to the conservatism of IPHAN, do you feel that there is still a formal and 

aesthetic imposition in relation to architecture in the city? 

03- Qual a relação dos profissionais de arquitetura em relação aos morros?  

Translation: what is the relationship between architecture professionals and the slums? 

04- Em relação às bordas do centro histórico, você acha que há uma delimitação clara das 

áreas de atuação do IPHAN? 

Translation: In relation to the boundary of the historic centre, do you think that there is a clear 

delimitation of the work of IPHAN over it? 

05-  Sobre a atual Prefeitura de Ouro Preto, você acredita que ela vai de contra ou a favor 

dos interesses do patrimônio? 

Translation: In relation to the current administration of the municipality of Ouro Preto, do you 

believe that it acts in favour or against the interests of heritage? 

 

 


